
  

Class Weekly News  

This Week... The children really impressed me with counting in 5s this week, creating 

numberlines and exploring place value with multi-link making blocks of tens and ones. 

The children played Phonics games and practiced blending sounds. The children 

painted Harvest baskets for Harvest assembly. They enjoyed using real fruits to make 

their prints. In Science they sorted Minibeasts into different habitats playing in 

compost, twigs, leaves, stones, flowers and water. They explored non-fiction 

Minibeast books and created Minibeast paintings. The children dressed up in 

character masks and retold the story of The Little Red Hen. They were great! We 

hung our bird feeders outside the classroom window so hopefully we can do a spot of 

bird watching! On Thursday we enjoyed an Autumn/Harvest themed afternoon 

creating our Harvest Basket – painting leaves, pressing leaves ready for the Assembly 

on Friday. We also made lovely scented play dough in food tech and have enjoyed 

making shapes in maths out of it! We went on a shape hunt around school – Abdul, 

Mohammed and Amir were fantastic at this – recognising pentagons, hexagons and 

other shapes! We have worked extremely hard in Phonics- Grace has been trying very 

hard to blend sounds and Patrick has been identifying initial sounds in words. Viren & 

Dylan have shown excellent use of their number during role play too! 

Next Week...It will be half term. The children have had a very busy but fun filled half term. 

They have worked hard and adapted well. We are very pleased with how they are doing! 

 

Reminders 

School breaks up for half term next Friday 19th 

October and starts back on Monday 29th October  

Please try and read your children’s reading book and 

flash cards over the half term   

We are also creating personalised books as a further 

way to engage pupils and develop their speaking, 

listening and reading skills. If you could provide us 

with photographs of family, friends, important objects, 

toys etc. that we could put into the books; we would be 

very grateful. 

And Finally… 

Thank you for 

food donations 

towards our 

Harvest festival. 

  


